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ABSTRACT 

An online monitoring system is an electronic system that collects data over time or in 
relation to location either with a built in instrument or sensor or via external instruments 
and sensors. An electronic online monitoring has replaced chart recorders in many 
applications. The vehicle online monitoring records the status data related to the security 
performance of automobile and integrate them, which can implement a real-time 
monitoring and diagnosis for the vehicle safety state. The Data acquisition can be 
classified three types: analogue quantity, switching value and instantaneous quantity. The 
goal of this research is to help scientist and engineers to more quickly and effectively 
extract important information from experimented car. The amount of data recorded can be 
overwhelming, which can restrain the effectiveness of the data. The purpose of this 
research is to increase the usefulness of the data through organizing, summarizing and 
analyzing. A computer program will be developed and written to implement more 
sophisticated data viewing methods. The online monitoring data functionalities is to 
record the speed of vehicle, engine revolution (rpm), engine temperature, fuel volume and 
distance. All values such as tyre sizes (to determine speed), fuel sender (to determine fuel 
volume in litre) and temperature sender (to determine engine temperature in Celsius) is 
downloaded to EEPROM. All the recorded information is saved in RAM of 
Microprocessor, which can be reset after load the information to the PC using serial 
communication (UART). 
The V-model technique is very helpful for the software development. The NEC 
microcontroller can support for other application likes CAN Bus, LIN Bus and Serial 
communication likes Manchester code. The microcontroller has reserved more memory 
space for expend the application. The online monitoring data can save a lot of money and 
time to measure the data from the sensors. The behavior of the sensor input can be 
monitored by using the online monitoring data. The existence of the online monitoring 
system has an advantage for the vehicle consumers. Since the system could retrieve 
accurate signals such as the fuel volume with resolution 0.01 litre and the traveling 
distance in meter with resolution 100m, actual speed in km/h with resolution 0.1 km/h 
and actual revolution. Using the online monitoring data the driver can also detect the 
defective sensor when the sensor input remain at certain value or zero during car moving. 
The driver could realize the fuel consumption in seconds and can optimized their driving 
maneuver. The retrieved data from the sensor can be studied and analyzed for further 
improvement of the vehicle. 
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